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What do we think we know ?

Meyboom, 1966
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Hayashi et al, 2016

Hydrological connectivity
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The role of contributing area
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Small basin modelling

Yang et al., 2010

• Because of the lack of field
studies that can separate the
influence of wetland
drainage on streamflow
response, much of our
understanding of the impacts
are based on models – not
observations.

Pomeroy et al., 2014
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Wetland classification and inventory
• It is clear that wetlands need to
be classified and inventoried in
order to meet policy objectives.
• Inherent in these classifications
are quantification of value.
• Coincidently, this value is
related to the importance of
what we think that wetland class
does (e.g., from Saskatchewan:
impact is defined as something
that reduces the ability to use or
benefit from that resource and
what is does).
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What a wetland does (i.e. function)
• Hydrological function can be

•

classified as “collecting”,
“storing”, and “discharging”
water.
“Discharging” can be
subdivided into “contributing”
and “transmitting”
Black, 1997; Spence and Woo, 2006

• What is the predominant
•

function of the wetland?
What is that function (e.g.,
storing or contributing) worth?
Spence et al., 2011
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Watershed scale

Ehsanzadeh et al, 2016
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The wetland complex
“Flood retention and groundwater recharge are commonly cited as
the important “values” of wetlands, yet these perceived values are
dependent on complex surface and subsurface hydrological
processes. Different wetlands have different hydrological functions
and values within a wetland complex.”

“…..ecological integrity of the prairie landscape needs to be
understood in the context of a wetland complex, rather than
individual wetlands.”
Hayashi and van der Kamp, 2016
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The wetland complex
• It is worth noting that there are
documented cases that
wetland removal has biased
smaller wetlands, and
restoration biases larger
wetlands, which leads to an
increase in average wetland
size (Boychuk, 2008; Hebben,
2016).

Dumanski, 2015

• We should realize we are
already on a path towards
biasing that complex.

Boychuk, 2015
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Common needs
• There are two spatial scales of note; the wetland and the watershed;
Wetland

Watershed

In order to achieve
quantification of benefit or
worth there needs to be a
better understanding of
function duration and
frequency and this needs to
be the basis for
classification.

In order to understand
cumulative impacts at the
watershed scale, we need
to know how function
upscales. It is clear not all
wetlands provide the same
benefits (perform the same
functions), so how do we
determine what really
influences watershed scale
streamflow response to a
loss of function?
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Common solutions
• A GIS tool that can predict hydrological function and be used for wetland
classification;
• Inputs include depression morphology, relative topology, etc.;
• Data requirements include high resolution spatial data (i.e. LiDAR), long
term data of inundation and hydrological connectivity dynamics across a
diversity of wetlands and watersheds;
• Research of wetland and watershed water budgets; (e.g., observation
programs in Saskatchewan before and after large network approval
processes).
• Model development to reduce uncertainty in extrapolation; predict tipping
points and thresholds; provide a means to upscale
• Evaluation of classifications to ensure that “no net loss” policies are
attaining their goals.
• An app for rapid wetland classification on site.
• The only way our community can make achievements is collaboratively
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